Abstract. This paper studies the weak and strong solutions to the stochastic differential equation dX(t) = − (X(t))dt, the main idea is to use the concept of local time together with the polygonal approximation Wπ. Some new results on the local time of Brownian motion needed in our proof are established.
Introduction
Ever since the work of Sinai [21] on the random walk in random medium there has been a great amount of work on random processes in a random environment. One of the continuous time and continuous space analogues of Sinai's random walk is the Brownian motion in a white noise medium, namely, the Brox diffusion, which can be described briefly as follows. Let (B(t), t ≥ 0) be a one dimensional standard Brownian motion and let (W (x) , x ∈ R) be a two sided one dimensional Brownian motion, independent of B. Its derivativeẆ (x) with respect to x in the sense of Schwartz distribution is called the white noise (see [9] ). The Brox diffusion is a diffusion process X(t) determined formally by the following stochastic differential equation (1.1) X(t) = − 1 2 t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds + B(t) .
Throughout the paper, we assume the initial condition X(0) = 0 for simplicity. SinceẆ is a distribution (generalized function), the conventional theory of stochastic differential equations does not apply to the above equation (1.1).
In the case W is nice (for example,Ẇ (x) is deterministic and globally Lipschitz continuous), then the solution X(t) to (1.1) exists uniquely and it is a Markov process with generator
In [3] , the process X(t) defined (formally) by (1.1) is identified as a Feller diffusion with the above generator A. The Itô-McKean's construction of this Feller diffusion from a Brownian motion via scale-transformation and time change is particularly used there. Let us briefly recall this construction. Let B be a Brownian motion defined on a probability space (Ω, F , F t , P ), independent of (W (x), x ∈ R) (Note that, if it is not stated otherwise, we assume throughout the paper that (W (x), x ∈ R) is a two sided Brownian motion). We define the spatial transformation W,B (t) , 0 ≤ t < ∞ . We shall call (1.5) the Itô-McKean representation of the Feller diffusion. With this representation Th. Brox (in [3] ) studied the limit of the scaled process α −2 X(e α ) (and the limit of the form α −2 X(e αh(α) ), where h(α) → 1) as α → ∞. After this work of Brox ( [3] ) there have been a number of papers devoted to the study of the process X(t) defined by (1.5) . Let us only mention the papers [1, 4, 20] where the local time of X(t) is studied. Some ideas in these papers will be used later. Let us also mention that about the same time as [3] the process X(t) was also studied in the paper [19] .
It may be interesting to note that if W were continuously differentiable, it could be easily checked by Itô's calculus that such an X defined by (1.5) is a weak solution to (1.1) (see Remark 3.3 
(i) in Section 3).
By definition a diffusion is a Markov process with continuous sample paths. Probabilists are interested in more detailed properties of the sample paths. By fixing an almost sure realization of two-sided Brownian motion W , the equation (1.1) can be considered as a stochastic differential equation with singular drift in the form (1.6)
where B is a Brownian motion, and σ and b are continuous function. In fact, there have been already a number of work on such (one dimensional) equations (see e.g. [2] , [5] , [6] , [18] , and the references therein). In some cases strong existence and uniqueness has been proved for such equations. In the case σ ≡ 1 (which, in fact, is the situation in (1.1)) if b is Hölder continuous of order α for some α > 1/2, then the existence and uniqueness of the strong solution to (1.6) were derived in [2] . Under similar conditions, these results have been also proved in [18] . However, it seems that in the case of the function b being less regular than Hölder of order 1/2, the representation for X which is known is via solution of certain martingale problem, or time change analogous to (1.5) or via weak solution to (1.6) , where the last term on the right hand side of the equation is defined as an extension of a certain map (see e.g. Corollary 3.4 and Remark 3.5 in [5] or Corollary 5.13 and Remark 5.14 in [18] .) We would like to mention that existence and uniqueness of the strong solution to (1.6) has been also obtained in [18] under some technical assumption A(ν 0 ) (see [18, pg. 2229] ). It is not clear whether this technical assumption can be verified for the equation (1.1) which corresponds to (1.6) with σ = 1 and b ′ = − (where W is Hölder continuous with exponent α, for any α less than 1/2) is at the border of what the papers mentioned above handled to show that X is a solution of the stochastic differential equation with generalized drift. While proving our results, a major task for us is to give a meaning to the integral t 0Ẇ (X(s)) ds appearing in (1.1) and its approximations. We shall complete this task by using the local time of a Brownian motion and the following identity:
[See (2.11) in the next section.] However, due to the lack of martingale property of L B (ξ, y) on ξ, we need to use Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey theorem in order to give a meaning to the above object. This in turn forces us to study the higher moment properties of the local time of Brownian motion, which has its own interest. Let us also point out that our approach is probabilistic and we crucially use the fact that W is a Brownian motion. In comparison with the results obtained in the aforementioned papers, the other results can be applied to (almost) every sample path of W , but need to assume that W has a Hölder continuity higher than 1/2, which cannot be verified by a Brownian motion. Our result can be applied to Brownian motion but is not for every sample path.
Notations: Throughout the paper we will use a number of different filtrations and σ-fields. Set F B = {F B t } t≥0 be the filtration generated by the Brownian motion B. We will also need the extended filtration F B,W = {F B,W t } t≥0 given by
C b (R) denotes the space of all bounded continuous functions on R. For λ ∈ (0, 1), and a < b, let · λ, [a,b] the λ-Hölder norm for functions on [a, b] , that is,
where · ∞, [a,b] is the supremum norm. Similarly · λ will denote the λ-Hölder norm for functions on R. Let C λ ([a, b]) (resp. C λ ) be the space of Hölder continuous functions f on [a, b] (resp. on R) with f λ,[a,b] < ∞ (resp. f λ,R < ∞ ). The notation A B means A ≤ CB for some non-negative constant C.
Main results
It is evident that to understand equation (1.1), one should first properly define the drift term t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds. For a two-sided Brownian motion W ,Ẇ is not a function but a distribution (generalized functions), this integral has no canonical meaning. However, if the process X admits the Itô-McKean presentation (1.5) for some Brownian motion B independent of W , we can define this integral in such a way that the map W → Ẇ (X(s))ds is an extension of the integration on smooth functions, i.e ḟ (X(s))ds for a regular function f . Let us now describe our method in more details by the following heuristic argument. We first fix W and B, and adopt the following strategy. Let L X (t, x) be the local time of the process X which is defined as the unique process such that
From the representation (1.5), we see that
where L B (t, x) is the local time for Brownian motion B, S W and T W,B are defined by (1.3) and (1.4) . Using the definition (2.8) of the local time, we formally write
A fundamental problem arises: in what sense should one interpret W (d o x), the above stochastic integral with respect to W ? Note that for fixed t, the process x → L X (t, x) is not necessarily adapted, which is one of the difficulties. If W were a smooth function the above integral would be the usual (pathwise) integral. Hence the last integral in (2.10) should be defined as the (anticipative) Stratonovich stochastic integral so that the integrations in (2.10) are extensions of the classical setting of smooth functions. It turns out that with this interpretation, the process X given by (1.5) will indeed solve (1.1) (weakly). This can also been seen from our approximation argument described in Section 3.
Let us explain how the Stratonovich integral R L X (t, x)W (d o x) can be defined rigorously. Presumably, one may use the anticipative stochastic calculus ( [16] ) (with the help of Malliavin calculus) to define this integral. However, we immediately encountered a difficulty to show the square integrability of L X (t, x). Instead, we use (2.9) and (2.10) to formally write
The precise definition of the expression on the right hand side of (2.11) will be given in this section, and eventually this will enable us to give a meaning to t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds (see Definition 2.4 below).
In fact, throughout the paper, we can consider a more general situation, namely the integral of the type (2.12)
This generalization will later allow us to develop Itô calculus on equation (1.1) and obtain strong uniqueness result. Concerning the function g, we assume that g : R × R → R is a deterministic continuous function such that
• For every x ∈ R, the function u → g(x, u) is continuously differentiable, • For every u ∈ R, the functions x → g(x, u) and x → ∂ u g(x, u) are Hölder continuous of order λ with λ > 1/2. In addition, we assume that g satisfies the analytic bounds
and (2.14) sup
for every u ∈ R and compact interval K, where θ, c 1 (K) and c 2 (K) are some positive constants. Note that for any fixed ξ ≥ 0, the mapping x → g(x, W (x))L B (ξ, S W (x)), x ∈ R + is adapted with respect to the filtration generated by {W (z), z ∈ [0, x]} x≥0 . Similarly the mapping x → g(x, W (x))L B (ξ, S W (x)), x ∈ R − is adapted with respect to the filtration generated by {W (z), z ∈ [x, 0]} x≤0 . To elaborate this point, we define
Let W (dx) and W (dx) denote Itô differentials. Then for any a ≤ b, and continuous function g on R 2 , we define the Itô integral
Now for any a ≤ b, ξ > 0, and any continuous function g satisfying (2.13) and (2.14), we define
is the Itô stochastic integral defined in (2.15). While the right hand side of (2.16) is valid for bigger classes of functions, we restricted ourselves to conditions (2.13) and (2.14) because it is this specific class in which most of the limiting results of the current work hold. The following result, whose proof is given in Section 6, confirms that the integration defined in (2.16) is indeed of Stratonovich type.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that g satisfies the conditions (2.13) and (2.14) with some λ > 1/2. In addition, we assume that
be the linear interpolation of W associated with the partition π. Then
The regularity of this integration is described in the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Let g be a continuous function satisfying (2.13) and (2.14). Then there exists a version of the process
which is jointly continuous in (ξ, a) ∈ R + × R + .
Proof. From (2.16), it is sufficient to show the process
has a jointly continuous version. Fix y 1 < y 2 < N , ξ 1 < ξ 2 , using martingale moment inequality and (2.13), we obtain
It is straightforward to verify that (see also the identity (8.1) below)
Hence,
The result then follows from two-parameter Kolmogorov theorem.
As an immediate consequence, we have Lemma 2.3. Let g be a continuous function satisfying (2.13) and (2.14). Then for any fixed ξ ≥ 0, the limit
exists almost surely. We will denote the limiting process as
Furthermore, for any fixed ξ ≥ 0, we define
and for all ξ ≥ 0,
As a consequence, the process ξ → 
On the other hand, for each K > 0 (recall also that B and W are independent) 
as a goes to ∞ exists almost surely. From here, we also obtain (2.21). By Lemma 2.2,
is continuous. This together with continuity of ξ → τ W,B (ξ) implies that the process
has a continuous version.
With the help of Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 we can now define the integral of the type (2.12) for sufficiently regular functions g and X as in (1.5).
Definition 2.4. Let X be the process in (1.5) . Suppose that g is a function satisfying conditions (2.13) and (2.14). Then for every t ≥ 0, we define
, where T W,B is defined by (1.4) and T
−1
W,B is the inverse of T W,B . In particular, for g ≡ 1 we have
for all t ≥ 0.
From Lemma 2.3, the process ξ →
is also continuous, we see that the process
also has a continuous version. From now on, we will only consider this continuous version whenever we write either t 0 g(X(s), W (X(s)))Ẇ (X(s))ds or alternatively its two other equivalent presentations
In the above, the equality can be seen from (2.9).
Now with a rigorous definition of t 0Ẇ
(X(s))ds at hand we can now precisely describe the notions of strong and weak solutions to (1.1).
Definition 2.5 (Strong solution). Let (W (x), x ∈ R) be a two-sided Brownian motion, and (B(t), t ≥ 0) be a Brownian motion with respect to a usual filtration (
We assume that F B,W also satisfies the usual conditions. A continuous process (X(t), t ≥ 0) is a strong solution to (1.1) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) X is adapted to the extended filtration F B,W . (ii) There exists a Brownian motion (B(t), t ≥ 0) independent of W such that X(t) admits the Itô-McKean representation (1.5). (iii) For every t, the integral t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds is well defined as in Definition 2.4. (iv) For every t ≥ 0, the equation
holds almost surely.
Definition 2.6 (Weak solution)
. Let (W (x), x ∈ R) be a two-sided Brownian motion on a probability space (Ω, F , (F t ) t≥0 , P ). A pair (X, B) is a weak solution to (1.1) on (Ω, F , (F t ) t≥0 , P ) if it satisfies the following conditions: (i) X is a continuous process process adapted to (F t ) t≥0 and B is an (F t ) t≥0 -Brownian motion independent of W . (ii) There exists a Brownian motion (B(t), t ≥ 0) independent of W such that X(t) admits the Itô-McKean representation (1.5). (iii) For every t ≥ 0, the integral t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds is well defined as in Definition 2.4. (iv) For every t ≥ 0, the equation
The major contribution of the current paper is the strong existence and uniqueness result for the Brox equation (1.1).
Theorem 2.7 (Existence and uniqueness of strong solution). Let W be a two-sided Brownian motion and B be a Brownian motion independent of W . Then there exists a unique strong solution X to (1.1).
In proving Theorem 2.7, we are able to obtain existence of a pair (X, B) satisfying (1.1). The precise statement is following.
Proposition 2.8 (Existence of a weak solution)
. Let (W (x), x ∈ R) be a twosided Brownian motion and let (B(t), t ≥ 0) be a Brownian motion, independent of W . Let X(t) be the Itô-McKean representation given by the equation (1.5) and let t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds be defined by (2.24). Then, there is a Brownian motion B determined by
which is independent of W , such (X, B) is a weak solution to equation (1.1).
In fact, Theorem 2.8 claims a bit more than just weak existence. It states that any Brox diffusion given by the Itô-McKean representation (1.5) is a weak solution to the equation (1.1). In addition, the Brownian motion B appeared in the equation is given explicitly by the equation (2.25).
As an application of our method, we can easily obtain the following Itô formula whose proof is provided in Section 4.
Theorem 2.9 (Itô formula). Let (X, B) be a weak solution to (1.1). Let f : R×R → R be a deterministic continuous function such that
• For every x, the map u → f (x, u) is continuously differentiable • f and ∂ u f satisfy the conditions (2.13) and (2.14). We define the function
, where F (0) is some constant. Then, with probability one,
An immediate corollary is the following Corollary 2.10 (Itô formula). Let (X, B) be a weak solution to (1.1). Let F : [0, ∞) × R → R be a measurable deterministic function which is continuously differentiable in t and twice continuously differentiable in x. Then, with probability one,
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide some preliminaries and show how Proposition 2.8 can be derived. Theorem 2.9 is proved in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 2.7 is given in Section 5. The proof of Proposition 2.1 is provided in Section 6. Proofs of some further technical results (described in Section 3) are provided in Sections 7, 8 and 9.
Preliminaries and proof of Proposition 2.8
We present in the current section some necessary results which will be used several times throughout our paper. Since Proposition 2.8 follows directly from these results, we provide its proof at the end of the section.
Let F = { F t } t≥0 be a filtration under which B is a Brownian motion. We assume that the filtration F satisfies the usual conditions for a filtration; namely, it is right-continuous and F 0 contains all the null sets. In what follows, F is usually chosen to be F B,W . An { F t }-time-change is a càdlàg, increasing family of { F t }-stopping times. It is said to be finite if each stopping time is finite almost surely, and continuous if it is almost surely continuous with respect to time. Let T = {T (t) : t ≥ 0} be a finite { F t }-time change and consider the time-changed filtration { F Tt } t≥0 . The right-continuity of { F t } and {T t } imply that { F Tt } t≥0 satisfies the usual conditions. Moreover, the time-changed process {B • T (t)} is an { F Tt }-semimartingale (see [12, Corollary 10.12] ). As a consequence, one can define the Itô integral of the form
In the following proposition we gather some useful facts. Proposition 3.1. Let f be a function in C 2 (R), the set of continuous functions with continuous derivatives up to second order. Let T = (T (t), t ≥ 0) be a continuous finite time change. Then, with probability one, for all t ≥ 0, the following identities hold
Finally, the process t
is a semimartingale with respect to the filtration { F Tt } t≥0 ,and its quadratic variation is given by
In fact, in [13] , the author has obtained time-changed Itô formula (such as (3.26)) for semimartingales possibly with jumps. However, we do not need such general result in the current paper. We refer the reader to [13, Theorem 3.3] for a justification of (3.26) and (3.29). Identities (3.27) and (3.28) follow from [12, Proposition 10.21 ], see also in [13] .
Throughout the paper, we will approximate W (x) by its polygonal approximations. Since W (x) is defined for all x ∈ R, we now partition the whole line R. Let π be any partition with nodes {x i ∈ R : x i < x i+1 ∀i ∈ Z}. Then the polygonal approximation of W associated with this partition, denoted by W π , is the piecewise function such that for every i ∈ Z (3.30)
Fix arbitrary Brownian motion B independent of W . Then, for any polygonal approximation W π of W , we can define X π via an analogue to the Itô-McKean representation (1.5):
Wπ,B (t) , 0 ≤ t < ∞ , where
We also denote
Since W π is piecewise differentiable it follows from Proposition 3.1 that Lemma 3.2. Let X π (t) be defined by (3.31)-(3.33) and B π (t) be defined in (3.34).
Then B π is a Brownian motion with respect to the time-changed filtration {F
In addition, B π is independent of W and X π satisfies
Proof. The Itô formulas (3.26)-(3.28) from Proposition 3.1 give
Wπ,B (s)
Wπ,B (s)ds .
Note that we apply Proposition 3.1 by, first, fixing a realization of W ; we also use the fact that B is a Brownian motion with respect to F B,W . From the definition of S Wπ (x), we have
Similarly, we have
Wπ ,B (s)) = e 2Wπ(Xπ (s)) .
Thus (3.36) can be written as
From Doob's optional stopping (sampling) theorem it is easy to see that (B π (t), t ≥ 0) is a local martingale with respect to {F
Thus by Lévy's characterization theorem B π (t) is a Brownian motion with respect to {F
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.2, it remains to show that B π and W are independent processes. Since both of them are Gaussian, it suffices to show that they are uncorrelated. Indeed, using (3.27) and (3.31), we can write
Hence, for every t ≥ 0 and x ∈ R, we use the fact that B π is {F
Brownian motion, and the fact that W is measurable with respect to F
Hence, we complete the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
where B is a Brownian motion independent of W π .
(ii) The result of Lemma 3.2 holds true when W π (x) is replaced by any continuously differentiable function. Now Proposition 2.8 follows from (3.35) by shrinking the mesh size |π| to 0. This step is verified through the following propositions. 
with probability one.
The proofs of the above two propositions are provided in Section 7 and Section 9 respectively. Proposition 3.5 in turn is relied on the following moment estimates for local time of Brownian motion, which are of independent interest. Proposition 3.6. (i) Let x, y ∈ R. For every β ∈ [0, 1/2], the following estimates holds
(ii) For every x 1 , y 1 , · · · , x k , y k satisfying (3.40)
and every α ∈ [0, 1] we have
The proof of the previous proposition is given in Section 8.
Remark 3.7. (i) The former inequality (3.39) is well known. The above second estimate (3.41) is new and quite interesting itself. Since in our proof of (3.41) we shall obtain some results which can be used to prove (3.39) easily, we shall also present a straightforward proof of (3.39).
(ii) From [17] , it is known that L(ξ, x) is a semimartingale on
) is an extension of this inequality.
We will also need the following analytic result.
Lemma 3.8. Let f and f n , (n = 1, 2, ...) be bijective functions on R which are continuous and strictly increasing. Suppose that f n (x) converges to f (x) for every x in R. Then for any compact A ⊂ R, lim n→∞ sup y∈A |f
Proof. The proof follows by contradiction. Suppose there exists ǫ 0 and a subsequences {f n k } and {y n k } such that
Thus, for infinitely many n k 's, either f
Without lost of generality, we consider only the former case in which y n k > f n k (f −1 (y) + ǫ 0 ) for infinitely many n k 's. Upon passing the limit n k → ∞, we obtain y ≥ f (f −1 (y) + ǫ 0 ) > f (f −1 (y)), which is a contradiction.
Let us see how Proposition 2.8 follows from these propositions.
Proof of Proposition 2.8. By Proposition 3.5 (with g ≡ 1) we see that t 0 W π (X π (s))ds converges almost surely to t 0Ẇ (X(s))ds uniformly in t on compacts of R + . It is also obvious from the definitions of S Wπ (x), T Wπ ,B (t), X π (t), and application of Lemma 3.8 that X π (t) converges almost surely to X(t) uniformly in t on compact intervals of R + . From Proposition 3.4, it follows that B π (t) converges almost surely to the process B defined in (2.25) uniformly on compact intervals of R + . By passing through the limit |π| → 0 in (3.35), we see that X satisfies (1.1). In addition, by Lemma 3.2, for every π, B π is the Brownian motion independent of W , hence, it is trivial to see that the limiting process B is also a Brownian motion independent of W . This finishes the proof.
Itô formula -Proof of Theorem 2.9
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let π be any partition of R. Let W π be the linear interpolation of W defined by (3.30). Denote F π (x) = x 0 f (y, W π (y))dy + F (0) and
Wπ,B (t). We apply the time-changed Itô formula (3.26) for
Wπ,B (t), recall that in order to apply Itô formula we first fix a realization of W and we also use the fact that B is a Brownian motion with respect to F B,W .
Wπ,B (s) .
It is now easy to see that
Wπ,B (s) = e 2Wπ(Xπ (s)) ds .
Upon combining the above four identities, we obtain
where
Wπ ,B (s) is a Brownian motion, as seen from Lemma 3.2. For every δ > 0, from Proposition 3.5, we can choose a partition
respectively as δ ↓ 0. In addition, since X π and W π converge to X and W , respectively, uniformly over compact intervals, with probability one, the integral
Hence, by passing through the limit δ ↓ 0 in (4.1), it remains to show that the stochastic integral
f (X(s), W (X(s)))dB(s) in probability as the mesh size of π shrinks to 0. For this purpose, we fix a continuous sample path of W and further denotẽ f (x) = f (x, W (x)) andf π (x) = f (x, W π (x)). Since for fixed t > 0, X π converges uniformly to X on [0, t], for each M > 0 we can find a stopping time T M such that
Since X has finite range, we can also require lim M→∞ T M = ∞. Thus, it suffices to show the following limit in
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.4, it is equivalent to show
Indeed, by the Itô isometry, the expectation on the left side equals to
It follows from Lemma 3.8 that with probability one
As in the proof of Proposition 3.4 we can use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and some changes of variables to see that
We may use uniform integrability to get (4.2) and then to conclude the proof.
Strong solution -Proof of Theorem 2.7
5.1. Existence part of Theorem 2.7. Because the methods proving existence and uniqueness are quiet different, we consider them separately. In this subsection, we focus on showing existence of a strong solution to equation (1.1). Throughout the current section, W is a (given) two-sided Brownian motioin and B is a (given) Brownian motion independent of W . We first seek for a Brownian motion B such that relation (2.25) is verified. For this purpose, we first prove the following result.
Lemma 5.1. Let B be a Brownian motion and let W be two-sided Brownian motion independent of B. Then, for P -a.s. W , the equation
has unique strong solution (M (t), t ≥ 0) which has continuous sample paths.
Proof. First, we show the existence of the weak solution to (5.3). In fact, letB be a Brownian independent from W . We definẽ
(s) .
Then, it follows from Proposition 2.8 thatB(t) is a Brownian motion, independent of
W . DenoteM =B • T −1 W,B . Then dB(t) = e −W •S −1 W •M(t) dM (t) or dM (t) = e W •S −1 W •M(t) dB(
t). This means that (M ,B) is a weak solution to equation (5.3).
Let us prove the pathwise uniqueness for equation (5.3) . Note that by the classical Lévy theorem W satisfies the following modulus of continuity condition: for each n ≥ 1,
for some c n (ω) ≥ 0, for P − a.s. ω.
(5.4)
Thus we can find a set A ⊂ Ω with P (A) = 1, such that, for all ω ∈ A, the following holds: for any n ≥ 1, there exists c n (ω) ≥ 0, such that
and consider the following stochastic differential equation
We now take n(k, w) = ⌊|S −1
where ⌊a⌋ denotes the integer part of a. Then
.
W is Lipschitz function and we can easily derive:
and hence
This together with (5.7) implies the pathwise uniqueness of the equation (5.6) by standard Yamada-Watanabe criterion (see [11] , Chapter IV, Theorem 3.2). Now, let M 1 and M 2 be two continuous solutions to (5.3). Define the following stopping times:
Since the processes (M 1 (t), t ≥ 0) and (M 2 (t), t ≥ 0) have continuous sample paths, we see
Passing through the limit k → ∞ yields the strong uniqueness of the equation (5.3) .
Finally, because weak existence and strong uniqueness together imply strong existence, we see that the equation (5.3) has a unique strong solution.
We are now ready to prove the existence part of Theorem 2.7.
Proof of existence part of Theorem 2.7. Let M be the unique strong solution to equation (5.3). Define a stopping τ (t) so that (5.8)
We note that if M and W are provided, τ is uniquely determined by (5.8) because the map u → From here and the equation (5.3) it follows that B and B satisfy the relation (2.25).
In addition, similar to the proof of Proposition 2.8 it is clear that B is independent of W . We now define
Then Proposition 2.8 shows that X is a weak solution to (1.1) since we have shown that B and B satisfy the relation (2.25). Now by (5.9) we get that (5.10)
where the last equality follows by the definition of B. Since M is the unique strong solution to (5.3), we get that M is adapted to filtration F B,W , and hence by (5.10) X is also adapted to filtration F B,W . This finishes the proof that X is a strong solution to the equation (1.1).
Uniqueness part of Theorem 2.7.
To show uniqueness for strong solutions of (1.1), we rely on Itô formula, Theorem 2.9.
Proof of uniqueness part of Theorem 2.7. Let B be a Brownian motion independent of W . We would like to show that X constructed in the proof of the existence part of Theorem 2.7 is indeed the unique strong solution to the equation (1.1). Let X be another strong solution, and let B the corresponding Brownian motion in the Itô-McKean representation, that is
Here, as usual,
or alternatively T W, B (t) satisfies (5.13)
The advantage of the later definition is that T W, B (t) is given only via X. By a simple transformation one can see that B can be expressed via X as (5.14)
Now we would like to express B as a solution to certain stochastic equation driven by B. To this end we apply Itô formula from Theorem 2.9 to the function S W (x) =
x 0 e W (y) dy. However, we cannot do it directly, since x → e x does not have bounded derivatives. Therefore an approximation is needed. Let R be a fixed positive number. Let f R be a C 3 -function with bounded derivatives such that f R (x) = e f R (W (y))dy to get
Since X has continuous sample paths, L X (t, ·) vanishes outside of a compact interval (independent from R). We can pass easily to the limit, as R → ∞, and obtain
The previous equation, (5.14) and (5.11) imply
Then we immediately obtain where B is the Brownian motion constructed in the proof of the existence part of Theorem 2.7. This and (5.11) imply that X = X, a.s.
and uniqueness follows.
Proof of Proposition 2.1
We have the following decomposition
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we see that I 2 1 is at most
Taking expectation and applying the Hölder inequality and (2.13) we obtain
which implies EI From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we see that I 2,1 is at most
By conditioning on the σ-algebra generated by W (namely taking the expectation with respect to the Brownian motion B first) and applying (3.39) with β = 1/2, we see that
which is majorized by a constant multiple of |π|. It follows that lim |π|→0 I 2,1 = 0. If k = j and if x ∈ [x j , x j+1 ) and z ∈ [x k , x k+1 ), then the intervals [S W (x j ), S W (x)) and [S W (x k ), S W (z)) are disjoint. Then we have from (3.41) with α = 0,
Therefore, together with (2.13), we have
It is now easy to check that I 2,2 converges to 0, hence so does I 2 .
Using the Taylor expansion, we have
Hence, we can decompose I 3 = I 3,1 + I 3,3 + I 3,3 , where
and
I 3,1 is a sum of martingale difference. It is easy to see that
is the Riemann sum of the integral
A straightforward estimation yields that I 3,3 converges to 0 in L 2 . Hence, we have I 3 converges to
By standard Itô calculus, we
Proof of Proposition 3.4
From Doob's maximal inequality, it suffices to show
for every fixed t > 0. We write
and similarly
By a change of variable (similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 3.2), we can immediately get that the quadratic variation of B is given by (7.1)
and hence B is a Brownian motion with respect to {F
} t≥0 . In addition, Lemma 3.2 asserts that B π is a Brownian motion with respect to {F
Since B π and B are square integrable martingales we get
Wπ ,B (t)∧T 
with probability one, as |π| → 0. The last equality follows from (7.1). Now, by first applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and then equalities (3.38) and (7.1) we get
The above bound implies uniform integrability of random variables
and hence by (7.3) we get that the right hand side of (7.2) converges to t, and this immediately implies that lim |π|→0 EB π (t)B(t) = t. Therefore,
converges to 0 as |π| → 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.6
Let p(t, x) = 1
be the heat kernel and S m denote the symmetric group of permutations of {1, 2, · · · , m}. It is easy to verify that for generic points u 1 , . . . , u m in R, we have
where D m is the domain {s ∈ [ξ, η] m : ξ < s 1 < · · · < s m < η}, ds = ds 1 · · · ds m , and u 0 = 0 by convention. (8.1) is in fact the so-called Kac moment formula (see Marcus-Rosen's book [14] ).
To use (8.1) to compute the two moments in (3.39) and (3.41), we need to introduce some notations. As introduced in [10] , for k = 1, . . . , n and x ∈ R, V k (x) denotes the substitution operator, i.e. for a generic function
Thus the operator V k commutes with the expectation operator.
For any points x 1 , · · · , x m and y 1 , · · · , y m in R, we denotex = (x 1 , · · · , x m ) and
is the rectangular increment of the function over the rectangle [x,ȳ] . In particular, when f (
Moreover, for sufficiently smooth function f , the rectangular increment of f can be computed as follows
With these notations, we can write
Notice that the operator also commutes with the expectation operator. In particular, when combined with (8.1), we obtain the formula
First, let us assume
If we continue to apply the operator V this way, we shall obtain
The estimate (3.39) follows from (8.4) and the following inequality 
is valid for all β ∈ [0, 1/2] and γ ≥ 0. Now we assume a condition which is slightly more restricted than (3.40):
The functions p(t, x) and all its partial derivatives are continuously differentiable on the any interval (t, 
Notice that each partial derivative ∂/∂z σj contributes one derivative to either p(s j − s j−1 , z σj −z σj−1 ) or p(s j+1 −s j , z σj+1 −z σj ). We record the results by a binary index e j , e j = 1 represents the former case, e j = 0 represents the later case. Moreover, if the later case happens, it also contributes a factor −1. Since z m only appears in the last term p(s m − s m−1 , z σm − z σm−1 ), we must have the restriction e m = 1. Thus, we can write (8.6) as
where E denotes all the m-tupleē = (e 1 , . . . , e m ) ∈ {0, 1} m such that e m = 1 and sgn (ē) is the sign ofē, defined by sgnē := (−1) m j=1 (1−ej ) and e 0 = 1 by convention. For instance, in the case m = 4, when σ is the identity map in S 4 , the integrand in (8.7) is
Combining the estimate in Lemma 8.1 (below) with (8.7), we see that there exists a constant c n depending only on n such that
An application (3.39) with β = 0 yields
Now given α ∈ [0, 1], an interpolating between (8.9) and (8.10) yields
This is (3.41) under the condition (8.5). The estimate (3.41) under the general condition (3.40) follows by a limiting argument since both sides of (3.41) are continuous function of x k , y k 's. This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.6 modulo the proof of the following lemma which was used in the above proof.
Lemma 8.1. Letē = (e 1 , . . . , e m ) (m ≥ 2) be an m-tuple in {0, 1} m such that e m = 1 and we take e 0 = 1 by convention. Let u k (k = 1, 2, . . . , m) be non-zero real numbers and let D m be the domain {s ∈ [ξ, η] m : ξ < s 1 < · · · < s m < η}. Then the following estimate holds
Proof. We denote L the Laplace transform with respect to the t variable and put
Let * denote the convolution operator, i.e. for two functions f and g, f * g(t) = t 0 f (s)g(t − s)ds. Then we can rewrite J into the form
where f is the function defined by
It is well known (see for example, [8] , Formula 3.471 (9) and Formula 8.469 (3)) that
By taking derivative under the integral sign (noticing that we assume x = 0), we obtain
We further notice that p ′′ = 2∂ t p, thus
Writing all three formulas in one, for k = 0, 1, 2, we have
Since convolution becomes product under Laplace transform, the Laplace transform of f is
where the factor s −1 comes from the fact that the Laplace transform of t 0 f (r)dr is s −1 Lf (s). To simplify notations, we will denote |u| = m j=2 |u j |. We consider now two cases. Case 1: e 1 = 0. Inverting the Laplace transform, using (8.13), we see that
Case 2: e 1 = 1. We notice that 
Thus if we use the fact that 0 ≤ erfc(z) ≤ 1, we have
By the change of variable t = |u1| √ 2s1
, we see that |J| ≤
9. Proof of Proposition 3.5
To outline the strategy proving Proposition 3.5, let us first observe that using the representation
Wπ,B we can write
We observe that from Lemma 3.8, with probability one, T
−1
Wπ,B (·) converges to T −1 W,B (·) uniformly over compacts of R + . In addition, the function e −u can be combined with g(x, u). Therefore, to prove Proposition 3.5, it suffices to show
• For every function g satisfying conditions (2.13) and (2.14), with probability one, the process ξ →
The remaining of this section is devoted to verify the previous statement. In what follows, {ℓ π (g, ξ), ξ ≥ 0} denote the process
which is well-defined for all continuous sample paths of W . For every compact set K, we denote
where c 1 and c 2 are the constant in (2.13) and (2.14). In subsection 9.1, we will truncate the processes ℓ π and show the corresponding truncated processes converges uniformly. In subsection 9.2, the claim is verified completely via a gluing argument.
Let us remark that for all the results in this section holds, we employ the two estimates (3.39) and 
We denote
where as usual W π is the linear interpolation of W associated with π. We first decompose ℓ
Let G be a function such that ∂ u G(x, u) = g(x, u). The integral inside the last summand can be computed as follows
x k g(x k , W (x))W (dx) + 1 2
where the last line follows from the classical Itô formula. Therefore, we can further decompose ℓ x k
To simplify notation, we omit dependence of I i 's on g. For a generic function f on R, we will denote f ([ξ, η]) ≡ f (η) − f (ξ), ∀η, ξ ∈ R. Proof. To deal with I 1 , we denote Ea k1 a k2 a k3 a k4 a k5 a k6
where the indices k 1 , . . . , k 6 are pairwise disjoint if they appear under the same summation notation. Among these sums, the most difficult term to estimate is the last one. All other sums can be handled by mean of the Hölder inequality and (3.39) (similar to the method of estimating A below). To illustrate our method while maintain a decent length of the paper, we will give detailed estimates for the two sums A = k1,k2,k3,k4,k5
Ea 2 k1 a k2 a k3 a k4 a k5 , A = k1,k2,k3,k4,k5,k6
Ea k1 a k2 a k3 a k4 a k5 a k6 .
To avoid lengthy formula, we denote ∆ k W = W (x k+1 ) − W (x k ), ∆ k = x k+1 − x k . We also omit the indices under the sigma notation. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.13)
Similar to the estimation for I 2 , it is easy to see thatD satisfies x k E|S W (x) − S Wπ (x k )| 6β e 6θ|W (x)| dx.
By the Hölder inequality, we see that above expression is at most a constant times which also yields (9.5). Proof of (9.6): By the Hölder inequality, the quality on the left hand side of (9.6) is at most a constant times
From here, (9.6) follows similarly. With the notations in the previous subsection, the process ℓ π (g, ·) (defined in (9.1)) can be written as .
